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ABSTRACT
One of the most important discoveries and creative developments that is playing a vital role in the professional world today is blockchain technology. A blockchain is a distributed, digitized and consensus-based secure information storage mechanism. Blockchain technology moves in the direction of persistent revolution and change. In the last couple of years, the upsurge in blockchain technology has obliged scholars and specialists to scrutinize new ways to apply blockchain technology with a wide range of domains. The dramatic increase in blockchain technology has provided many new application opportunities, including e-voting application. The present article provides a systematic review of emerging blockchain-based e-voting systems. In this paper, we call attention to the open research matters in this fast-growing field, explaining them in some details. It was concluded that frameworks needed enhancements in order to be used in voting systems due to these reservations.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Today's democracies are built on consensus among the population through voting. Currently, a lot of countries use the traditional ballot system, which requires centralized control with a trusted party for conduction of the voting process, and recording and counting of the vote ballots by the trusted third party. However, this introduces the possibility of corruption and manipulation of votes. As an improved alternative to the ballot system, an electronic voting, or e-voting, system has been proposed and implemented in limited scenarios, due to its promising capabilities of reducing costs and decreasing manual intervention. However, e-voting systems have not been implemented on a large-scale due to concerns regarding security, transparency, distributed authority, data integrity, privacy and compliance requirements.

An election, which takes place in the form of voting, is a process that involves members in mutual
competition. This forces us to develop a system which is very secure and is not vulnerable to attacks by the people participating in the elections, the voters or the third party which conducts the elections. Such a process cannot be secured by cryptographic process alone. If the secret key used in the cryptographic process is found out or manipulated by the party conducting the elections, the entire system fails and is not secure. In such an environment, it is necessary to adhere to policies like the distributed ledger. Blockchain being a technology which uses distributed ledgers, can be ideally used for this process. The blockchain network can be either a permission-less network like Bitcoin or Ethereum where anyone is allowed to interact with the network, or a permissioned network like Hyperledger Fabric, Hyperledger Sawtooth or Exonum where only known members are allowed to interact with the network. Another important issue to be addressed is the anonymity of the voter. Due to the increase in research and progress in the field of big data analytics, this data is susceptible to discovery and manipulation. This can be resolved by using techniques like one-time ring signatures and homomorphic encryption.

The ideology of designing and implementing an e-voting system using blockchain overcomes the majority of drawbacks of standard e-voting systems and offers encouraging research initiatives. The fundamental decentralized nature of blockchain conceptualizes the technology as a secure third party. Consequently, an e-voting system implemented using the blockchain technology can be trusted to add only valid and verified voting blocks to the blockchain network. In addition, any attempt to tamper with the blocks in the blockchain is viewed as a violation of the blockchain network’s consensus principles and is prohibited by the blockchain network [4]. Therefore, an e-voting system based on blockchain is convenient, automated, transparent, secure and free from corruption.

II. LITERATURE SURVEY

A. The Blockchain Technology

Blockchain is so-called, as it consists of a chain of blocks, that is, interconnected nodes that have their copy of the distributed ledger that contains the history of all transactions. Data is processed and put in a block through a process called mining. Every block contains a hash of the previous block and hence it forms a chain of blocks, with the first block known as the genesis block. Hence, it forms a linked list kind of Structure. Blockchain has a number of ledgers where data can only be appended but not deleted or tampered. Consequently, it is immutable. Blockchain can either be public, where anyone can read or write data onto the blockchain, or private (permissioned), in which case only a few restricted individuals can read or write data.

B. Existing E-Voting Systems and Betterment using Blockchain

Estonia has been using electronic voting (1-voting system) since 2005. The basis of this system is a national ID card given to all its citizens. These cards are encrypted files, which uniquely identify the owner and can be used for signing documents, banking services, and so on. For the voter to cast his/her vote, the voter must insert their card into a card reader, after which the voter will be granted access to the voting website. Moreover, the eligibility of the voter is verified after the voter enters their when prompted on the website interface. Once authenticated, the voter has time until four days before election day, within which the voter can cast his/her vote, and also modify the casted vote. Once the vote has been submitted, the vote is passed through the publicly accessible vote forwarding server to the vote storage server, where it is encrypted and stored until the online voting period is over. From the vote storage server, the vote information is transferred to an isolated vote counting server through DVDs. This server decrypts and counts the votes, and produces the election results. However, there is a possibility of malicious attacks that compromise the client-side machine by changing the voter’s votes, without the voters’ knowledge. Moreover, another possible risk is that of an attacker directly infecting the servers through malware being placed on the DVDs used for the transfer of votes. Consequently, such an electronic-voting system introduces concerns of security due to the presence of a vulnerable centralized authority and database server to store and manage the votes.

Translating this process to the blockchain network to improve reliability and resolve concerns of manipulation from the client system, a system can be proposed consisting of two blockchains- the vote blockchain and voter blockchain. This involves a registration process of voters followed by the voting process. In the registration process, the voter fills a form with all his/her personal details. This is a transaction and is added to the voter blockchain. In this process, the miner analyses the transaction and awards the user with a vote token, obtained from a pool of infinite vote tokens. Following this, a ballot paper and a password are sent to the voter, using which the voter can cast his/her vote. The user is now authenticated with the following three pieces of evidence: identification number, the password
generated during registration and the ballot paper. As a result, following the authorization step of verifying the user’s right to vote, another transaction is created in the same voter blockchain, which is the transaction containing the user’s vote token, indicating the availability of the user’s vote. Once the user votes, this transaction containing the user’s vote is removed from the voter blockchain.

In order to simplify and scale the design, the system can be designed to have a 3-tier architecture: National, Constituency and Local. The local tier consists of all polling stations and is associated with a constituency node. The constituency tier contains all nodes in the constituency level. The national nodes are responsible for mining transactions and adding blocks to the vote blockchain. As part of the design, there exists an encryption method based on public and private keys and a structure where the data is segregated and isolated logically. This segregation has been achieved by getting the different constituency level nodes to generate distinct key pairs. The public key of a constituency node will then be distributed to the polling station nodes connected to that particular constituency node, which use the public key to encrypt any vote made at those polling stations. The vote and voter data from all constituency nodes are then stored in an encrypted format within the blockchain and are propagated out to the entire network. Therefore, even if a hacker manages to get hold of a constituency private key, he/she would only be able to decrypt a part of the blockchain, that is, the votes originating from that particular constituency node. Consequently, this design makes the system more independent and secure. However, this system is not effectively manageable for large-scale implementation due to large overhead in encrypting all the votes.

C. Requirements
The existing e-voting systems proposed for implementation using the blockchain technology can be summarized to constitute the following requirements and features:

- Public Verifiability: All stakeholders of the election process (including people spectating voting process) can verify the election’s whole procedure and result.
- Individual Verifiability: Each voter can verify that his/her vote has been accurately recorded and considered.
- Dependability and Reliability: Asymmetric-key cryptography and various blockchain mechanisms to protect against attacks. Digital signatures (blind signature or short-linkable ring signature) are used to validate votes to allow adding of only valid and verified votes to the blockchain network.
- Consistency: Through consensus mechanisms of blockchain, all nodes have the same copy of records (same copy of blockchain) at a particular point of time, and all of them will contain the same final result after the election process is complete.
- Auditability: The whole procedure is auditable after the election, if necessary.
- Anonymity: No connection between voters and votes. Complete privacy of voters is ensured through cryptography and the use of zero-knowledge proofing to validate votes.
- Transparency: The whole process is open to the public. It is secure while being transparent.
- Scalability: Short-linkable ring signature is used for the digital signature mechanism, which has the ability to support a large number of voters. Eligibility: Making sure that only eligible candidates have access to the system.
- Authentication: Authenticating users wishing to access the e-voting system, using a unique voter ID issued to them, along with other credentials.
- Fairness: The election results are not live. Due to the absence of a centralized authority, counting of votes can only be performed after the entire election process is complete, by decrypting the encrypted blocks in the blockchain network.

D. Blockchain Methodology for E-Voting System
Any blockchain-based e-voting system will consist of the following entities:

- Smart Contract Admin
- Voting Process Admin/Authorization Organization
- Smart Contract
- Voters

The architecture can be summarized as follows:
The working of a simple blockchain-based e-voting system can be explained as follows: The very first transaction added to the block is a special transaction which represents the candidate. It has the details of the candidate and acts as a foundation on which the votes can be added to that candidate. However, creating one chain for each candidate introduces a larger overhead for storage and processing, making it more complex.

Alternatively, crypto-voting has been explored for implementation using the sidechain technology, in which two sidechains are linked to a parent blockchain. Moreover, one sidechain stores the voter and vote information, while the other sidechain stores the count of votes, or the results. However, this makes the election results live during the election process, and impedes the principle of fairness of a democratic election.

An alternate design for the e-voting system can consist of a district node and a boot node where the district node manages the smart contract of the boot node. The district nodes collectively agree upon whether a vote is valid or not, which makes the system decentralized.

The following frameworks can be used for smart contracts: Exonium which uses Rust language, Quorum which is based on Ethereum framework and Geth which is a short form for Go-Ethereum. Ethereum is a platform where decentralized applications can be built either on a public or private network. Ethers are needed to use the public Ethereum platform. It uses a smart contract to validate and store votes. However, the Ethereum framework is a heavy-weight framework.

The Multichain framework can be used to create private blockchain networks. It requires less computation power and is free for usage, unlike the Ethereum network. The primary feature of an e-voting system is anonymity - no one should know whom the voter voted for. For this purpose, TTP (Trusted Third Party) can be used. The other component required is an authentication organization, similar to the election commission. Due to the support of both of these features in multichain, it can be used as the blockchain network. Each vote is treated as an asset in the multichain. Before voting, the voter should have an intention to vote. The voters register following which the authorization organization assigns an identification number to each voter, to be used in the voting process, creates a public address in the multi-chain network and stores it against the voter.
the voting process, the voter has to submit the identification number and his/her secret message (vote). The Trusted Third Party (TTP) is used to verify the vote. The TTP generates a public key for the voter using the network and uses this to store the information against the hash of the secret message and the identification number of the voter. Multichain also restricts the voter to vote only once. During the e-voting process, voters access the system through an interface using their voter ID and credentials, and view the list of candidates. When the logged-in voter votes for a candidate, the voter's information and the vote cast is verified by TTP and securely added to the blockchain network.

III. BIBLIOMETRIC ANALYSIS

It is mandatory for the researchers to have in-depth knowledge about the ongoing researches in their respective field and the authors who contribute to such research. This information keeps on changing with time. Due to the evolution of new technologies, several other pieces of information about researches come into existence. There are multiple methods used for analyzing the trends in various fields, which includes webometrics, bibliometric, scientometric, and H-index [18]. Among this, bibliometric analysis is common in most research works as it is a combination of qualitative and quantitative research works. This study uses publication types, subject areas, secondary data research, yearly publication trends, geographical publications, and citations method for analyzing the researches. For the bibliometric analysis, the author used the Web of Science(WoS) [19] database to construct the literature. Several networks have been built regarding keywords and title of the researches on e-voting system and blockchain, citations, and authors.

i) Keywords

The query for the Web of Science was classified into two blocks as primary keywords, secondary keywords, secondary keywords. The proposed keyword strategy applied for this research is mentioned in Table 1.

Table 1: The proposed keyword strategy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Primary Keywords (AND)</th>
<th>e-voting using Blockchain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Secondary Keywords</td>
<td>“iVote” or “I-voting” or “blockchain ballot” or “distributed online voting” or “electronic voting” or “blockchain enabled e-voting” or “blockchain based e-voting”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ii) Languages

The WoS database is the base of this research paper. Preliminary investigation through planned keyword search tactic generated in all 38 publications. This is then restricted to publications in English only (Table 2).

Table 2: publishing languages trends.

(Source: https://www.webofknowledge.com accessed on 19th March 2021)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Count</th>
<th>Percentage (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>86.842 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Korean</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7.895 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italian</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.632 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polish</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.632 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

iii) Document Types

All types of publications retrieve from the result of the queries for the considered span are taken into account. Majority of the extracted publications are published in article. There are 93% of journal article are published in WoS (refer Table 3).

Table 3: shows documents types published in WoS

(Source: visited webofknowledge.com accessed on 19th March 2021)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>No. of publication</th>
<th>Percentage(%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Article</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>92.105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Review</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5.263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Early Access</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5.264</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
iv) Research Publication Trend
The related documents were retrieved as journal papers, conference papers, articles, reports, etc., for the span of five years from 2017 to 2021. The graphical representation of the yearly publication trends in e-voting system using blockchain is shown in Fig. 2. The trend increased in 2020.

![Publication Trends](image)

**Fig 2: Research Publication trends**
(Source: visited webofknowledge.com accessed on 19th March 2021)

v) Author Statistics
Fig. 5 depicts top 15 authors contributing and their affiliations to blockchain based e-voting from WoS. It is clear from figure 4 that key contributing authors are Arshad J, Khan NM.

![Authors](image)

**Fig 3: top 15 authors who have published papers in WoS on blockchain domain.**
(Source: visited webofknowledge.com accessed on 19th March 2021)
vi) Geographical regional analysis

Fig. 4 gives countries having publications in the area of blockchain from WoS. England is the prominent publishing countries for undertaken blockchain study.

![Geographical regional analysis](image)

Fig 4: shows tree map indicating countries who are involved in publications related to blockchain
(Source: visited webofknowledge.com accessed on 19th March 2021)

vii) Source Statistics

Fig. 5 covers the publication journal in the area of blockchain. It is clear that maximum numbers of publications are from IEEE Access followed by International Journal of Information Security.

![Source Statistics](image)

Fig 5: Journal statistics for Publications on topic blockchain in the ten most popular affiliations.
(Source: visited webofknowledge.com accessed on 19th March 2021)
IV. FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTION

The blockchain based e-voting systems discussed and explained consist of various notable features in terms of their architecture and design. However, further improvements in the systems are possible, particularly in terms of increasing the scalability of the systems, in order to support practical large-scale voting scenarios. The presented research on e-voting systems using blockchain not only demonstrates the advantages of such a system in terms of security, reliability, dependability and transparency of the entire election process, but also encourages further research on utilizing frameworks like Hyperledger Sawtooth in designing an e-voting system to support scalability and practical application in realistic election scenarios. Table I summarizes the presented research.

Ensuring complete anonymity of the election process, by eliminating all correlation between voters and votes without the additional storage and computational overhead of separate blockchains for voter information and the vote information, is required. Various existing designs for blockchain based e-voting systems incorporate the ability of the election administration to query the blockchain during the election process in order to check if the voter ID of the current voting block already exists in the blockchain, which introduces the possibility of inequitable misuse by accessing count of votes information during the election. This undermines the democratic principles and ideologies of a fair election, and thus, needs to be addressed using a better design of the blockchain implementation. Moreover, existing system designs utilize techniques like digital signatures and encryption to ensure the reliability of the system, but do not address scalability in the design decisions. The proposed solution aims at resolving these issues in a Hyperledger Sawtooth framework implementation, to ensure scalability using parallel transaction processing, and using two distinct divisions in a single blockchain, to ensure anonymity and fairness in the voting process.
TABLE I
COMPARISON OF VARIOUS EXISTING E-VOTING SYSTEMS USING BLOCKCHAIN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Article</th>
<th>Key Design Choice/Algorithm</th>
<th>Highlights of Proposed System</th>
<th>Limitations/Possible Improvements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ben Ayed. (IJNSA, May 2017) [7]</td>
<td>Candidate-specific blockchains</td>
<td>Describes Estonia’s I-Voting system and proposed a blockchain based e-voting system with each block consisting of block size, block header, transaction counter and transaction. A separate blockchain is used for each candidate.</td>
<td>Greater storage and processing overhead due to different blockchain for each candidate. Usage of a single blockchain can improve performance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barnes et al. (2017) [5]</td>
<td>Distributed Node Architecture</td>
<td>The proposed system consists a scalable architecture for large-scale voting scenarios with national nodes managing constituency nodes which in turn manage local nodes. Different private/public key pairs within each constituency node and its corresponding local nodes improves security and decentralizes vulnerability. Two blockchains are used - one for voter information containing the voter’s vote token prior to voting, and one for the voter’s vote.</td>
<td>A robust, scalable and secure system proposed can be further improved by using Hyperledger Sawtooth to parallelize transactions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liu et al. (IACR, 2017) [8]</td>
<td>Blind Signature</td>
<td>Voting block consists of sender’s public key, receiver’s public key and vote message. Utilizes blind signature process to allow organizer and inspector to sign the vote hash without revealing the actual vote.</td>
<td>Though this verification process adds additional security to the system, it introduces greater latency and delay in large-scale e-voting scenarios.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yu et al. (ISC, 2018) [9]</td>
<td>Hyperledger Fabric with Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance</td>
<td>Utilizes Hyperledger Fabric as the blockchain framework, consensus using practical byzantine fault tolerance, and short linkable ring signature method for scalability.</td>
<td>Proposed system can be further improved by utilizing Hyperledger Sawtooth, which supports parallel execution of transactions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ganji et al. (Dell EMC, 2018) [13]</td>
<td>Multi-chain frame-work based system</td>
<td>Specifies storage of votes in the form of assets, in a secure, usable and scalable manner. Multi-chain blockchain network in used in this proposed system, which limits each voter to a single</td>
<td>Proposed system consists of greater delay as secret message provided by each voter has to be verified by the TTP with the election commission, which then generates a reference number that can be used to view candidates and cast a vote.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
V. CONCLUSION

To solve the problem of traditional voting systems, e-voting systems using blockchain is a promising research venture. Blockchain systems guarantee security, reliability, decentralized storage and anonymity. As a result, designing and implementing e-voting systems using blockchain ensures public and individual verifiability, dependability, reliability, consistency, auditability, anonymity, transparency, scalability, eligibility, authentication and fairness through principles of consensus, cryptography, digital signatures, and various blockchain mechanisms. The ideal implementation in terms of making the e-voting system faster, lighter and scalable is the Hyperledger Sawtooth framework, due to support for parallel processing of transactions. Further research can be performed into us-age of frameworks like Hyperledger Sawtooth in designing and implementing realistic, robust and practical e-voting systems which can be utilized in large-scale voting scenarios. The research presented not only encourages exploration of blockchain technology in practical voting processes, but also demonstrates the plausibility of utilizing blockchain to develop secure and reliable systems in a multitude of domains like finance, supply chain, trade and so on.
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